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End of Term Letter
Headmaster

Dear Parents, Students and Friends,
As an ice breaker at a recent meeting of the Grammar School Head’s Association Steering Committee, I
was asked what the highlight of my academic year had been. It is in moments like this that my entire
mind goes blank. The year that has just passed merged together in one swirling mass of events and
experiences that it was impossible to draw a single anecdote from. Needless to say, in front of some of
the finest Head Teachers in the country, I gave a truly terrible answer. With time to reflect, the task does
not become any easier, not because I can’t remember any particular events but because, now I have
had a little more time to consider the question, the options are far too many:
Do I choose one of the wonderful events that we have once again been able to attend in person like the
Assault Course, our Sixth Form Open Evening, the PTFA Barbeque or Y7 Induction Days during which
I’ve finally been able to speak and interact with parents and friends of the School after such a long
hiatus? Do I go for the fantastic Autumn Concert, a very exciting House Music or one of the best House
Dramas I have seen in many years? Would it be one of the school trips that are finally back up and
running such as Dr Meek’s visit for the whole of Year 8 to the Museum of London Docklands or a very
inspiring tour around Queen’s College Oxford with Year 10? Being able to experience the wonderful
events that make up the rhythm of a normal school year has been a real pleasure.
Then there are our staff. Do I choose one of the many fascinating interviews I have had the pleasure of
conducting this year such as for Director of Sixth Form (Mrs Jennings), Year Leader (Miss Rao), Subject
Leader of English (Mr Rhodes Brandon covering for Miss Coe) or Oxbridge Coordinator (Mr Flook)?
Maybe tasting the impressive food served in the WCGS cafe which has developed so much under Mr
Gomez’s leadership? Possibly seeing so much fantastic retrieval practice in lessons, keeping vital
knowledge and skills fresh in the minds of our students to enable long term learning? Was it hearing the
external inspectors who conducted our Sutton Alliance Review lauding praise on our staff saying:
‘Teachers demonstrate a deep knowledge and understanding of the subjects they teach’? Or do I
choose working with five new Local Governors drawn from our wonderful parent body as well as Mrs
Herrick, our new Chair, who all bring so much knowledge and expertise to the Board. All worthy
contenders in my view for my experience of the year.
Then there are our students. Do I choose the First XV’s journey to the quarter-finals of the NatWest
Vase? The victory of our U16s to become National Table Tennis Champions? Our Student Leadership
Team interviews in which Oscar and Hannah shone amongst a team of incredibly bright stars? Possibly
hearing the stirring and well informed views of our students in our Anti Sexism and Anti Racism Drop
Down Days? Even engaging in some quiet one to ones with the students that I have mentored for the
Extended Project Qualification for the first time? All have been an absolute joy.
So what is my highlight? What should I have said to that room of Head Teachers to avoid my mild
embarrassment? One word: normality. The above is a description of day to day life in one of the best
schools in the country and you, the students, staff and parents make every day a highlight.
I would very much like to thank our PTFA for another wonderful year of fundraising which has been used
to contribute to some fantastic projects which include the recent purchase of visualisers for projecting
students' work onto our teaching screens, food technology equipment and gardening tools for eco club.
They have also agreed to fund two flagship projects converting Private Study 2 into a top spec Drama
Studio and rebuilding our cricket nets so that they are of a professional standard. We thank them for all
their work.
Headmaster’’s Letter continued on next page
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Sadly, we must bid farewell to eight staff at the end of the year:
 Mrs Johnson joined the School in 2004 and has been our long standing Human Resources Officer.
She has interviewed, inducted and taken care of countless staff in her time at the School and she is
leaving to take a well earned rest!
 Mrs Waters joined the School in 2009, first as a receptionist and then as our Admissions Officer.
Mrs Waters has led many of our entrance examinations and has overseen great changes to our
admissions processes. Mrs Waters is leaving to spend more time with her family.
 Mrs Rhodes joined the School as a teacher of Chemistry in 2019 and has been a Sixth Form Form
Tutor for Mandeville House. She is the founding member of the Sixth Form Walking Club. Mrs Rhodes
will be moving to Sutton Grammar to increase her teaching allocation to four days a week.
 Mr Ranwashe joined the School as a cover supervisor in 2019. He has been a huge support to
students and staff alike when teachers have been absent and has also worked as our receptionist. Mr
Ranwashe will now be training as a science teacher.
 Mr Ofori-Kwarteng, an old boy of the School, joined the School for the year as a teacher of History,
Geography and Religious Studies. He is moving on to a career as a sales executive.
 Mr Togbolah, also an old boy teaching with us this year, taught History, English, Religious Studies
and Games. He is now set to go traveling.
 Mrs Silva has been with us this year covering in our Drama department. We thank her for all she
has done.
 Mr Cole, another old boy of the School, has worked as our PE technician this year. He is also
going traveling and will be starting in Hawaii!
I wish you a happy and restful summer holiday and look forward to seeing the U6th for their A
Level results on Thursday 18th August and Y11 for their GCSE results on Thursday 25th August.
All the best,
Jamie Bean
Headmaster
Davidson Inventors Challenge
The Davidson Inventors Challenge is a national competition held by the Department of Chemical
Engineering and Biotechnology at the University of Cambridge in honour of the distinguished chemical
engineer John Davidson. Teams of year 11 and 12 students work together on projects using their
STEM skills to tackle global challenges outlined by the UN's list of Sustainable Development Goals.
My team's project involved the use of cyanobacteria to cheaply produce hydrogen fuel in an attempt to
reduce reliance on fossil fuels. Out of more than 40 schools, with around 200 students involved, my
team (called Biogas Renewed) moved on to become one of four finalists, where we had our projects
scrutinised by students and department staff at Cambridge. Unfortunately, we didn't win, however,
considering this was the first time we ever did such a thing, becoming finalists in a national competition
must be worth something.—Alexander Kondrashin, Year 11

The team from WCGS: Alexander Kondrashin, Samuel Ratnam,
Victor Lobato Garcia, Adithya
Polkam and Rishabh Rastogi.
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Year 7 Election in a Day

Year 7 has had an action packed day learning about politics and democracy. They created their own
political parties in house groups and then the best teams from each house went through to the final to
present their platform to the year and be grilled by an expert panel led by Mr Bean. The students then
voted on who they thought was the best party. The results were:
1. Ruskin (32 votes)
2. Radcliffe (29 votes)
3. Woodcote (27 votes)

4= Mandeville (19 votes)
4= Carew (19 votes)
6. Bridges (13 votes)
There have been allegations of tactical voting, electoral pacts and even bribery... in other words it was
a perfect introduction to the world of politics! It was even rumoured that Mr Nicholson could be found
muttering 'stop the steal' under his breath! A great day was had by all and students found the insight
into basic politics hugely beneficial, especially in the current climate.
Students will get to learn more about Politics in Year 8 where they will be introduced to the
foundations of politics with Mr Jones. - Mr Dicker
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House Rubik’s Cube Competition

This year many of Wallington's extremely brainy subjects
have battled ferociously to solve the Rubik's faster than
the other. Many of our students could solve the baffling
cube in under 30 seconds. This means that many of
your son's could be turning the cube at least a hundred
times in under 30 seconds, as unbelievable as it may
be.
Wallington for the first time has witnessed in many
opinions the hardest house event. With many 26 second solves and many faster the competitors had an
invigorating experience.
In the years 7 and 8 competition Woodcote absolutely stole the competition with a gobsmacking, mindblowing 21 second average. In the year 9 competition, Radcliffe left no chance to its opponents with a
shocking (19.6 seconds). I would just like to take a few seconds to note that all of this fanatical experience was
possible thanks to Miss Cha, Adam
Legg, and the PTFA. - Vihan Nirmal, Year 9
Eco Club
The Eco Club has been very busy! The students
were successful in their bid for three dwarf fruit trees
- courtesy of the Young Tree Champions - and they
arrived a couple of weeks before the Easter
holidays. They were planted behind the science
block using canes to support them and chicken
mesh to prevent pests from damaging the fragile
saplings. Each week the students have been
watering and caring for them and they are starting to
show signs of life. We will need to wait another
couple of years before they bear fruit, however!
In addition, the students have got their hands dirty
weeding the front garden by the car park as well as
in the quad. They have sown wildflower seeds so
watch this space for a splash of colour by the main
entrance to the school!
- Miss Colombo
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Modern Foreign Languages Department News
Is Competition the Whetstone of Talent?

In May 2022, Durham University, under the sponsorship of the University of Oxford, launched a national French slogan writing contest for French students. Participants were required to invent a slogan in
French on the themes ‘le français et moi’ or ‘apprendre le français’ and make it catchy, concise, creative, fun, and meaningful. They were also expected to accompany it with an image associated with the
slogan and a brief description (max 300 words) of how it works (contextualisation, semantic play on
words, polysemy, phonology; cultural connotations of image).
Huge congratulations go to Alex Bogdanovic who was awarded second prize in the B1-B2 category for
his submission!
A brief recap of the contest, including a sample of winning entries, will be displayed on the University
of Oxford website further down the line. We are very proud of Alex's achievement. Bravo!
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Year 8 Theatre Workshop

The Year 8 French cohort took part today in an enacting of best selling novel by Alexandre Dumas,
the three Musketeers. During the week, students explored the works and life of the author to have a
better understanding of politics and society in France at the time.

Rachel, the facilitator from the Freshwater Theatre Company, was telling the story and giving stage
directions but many students of 8T and 8G got the opportunity to display their acting skills. The
audience too had a role, with chants and sound effects. The musketeers Daniil, Rayyan and Vedish
were particularly impressive, and D’Artagnan’s dad and the bearded man had amazing pronunciation
and diction.
We hope this theatrical interlude will motivate students to read classic French novels or watch the
movies.—well done 8T and 8G for a wonderful play!
Year 7 Food and Drink
In Year 7 French, we have been learning
about food and drinks and students
showed great interest and knowledge in
French specialties that can be ordered in
cafés and bars in France, such as
Croque Monsieur, Orangina and pain
perdu. We also discovered a very
refreshing drink called "un Diabolo
Menthe" (mint squash and water) and
we had the chance to have a very
pleasant tasting session of this drink in
class! The majority of the students loved
it and some really did not, describing the
taste as "mouthwash"... Well... at least
they tried it and, as we say in French,
"Chacun ses gouts!"
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Diversity in MFL
As part of Diversity Week
(20th-24th June), Y7 and
Y8 have been reflecting, in
their MFL lessons, on how
we
identify
ourselves.
Students raised myriad
interesting ideas about what
makes us individuals such
as appearance, personality,
religious
beliefs,
language(s)
spoken,
nationality and interests to
name but a few. Students
then used templates of a
stick man, heart or face to
create a small piece of art
to represent themselves
which will be displayed on a
giant “Diversi-tree”. The tree
has it roots in Africa,
whence we all came.
As you can see, the WCGS
community is a wonderfully
diverse bunch!

Year 7 Spanish Painters
In the summer term, Y7 Spanish have been studying Velázquez’s famous painting “Las Meninas”.They
also did some individual research on a Spanish speaking painter of their choice. Using Picasso’s
modern interpretation of “Las Meninas” as inspiration, Y7 then had to create their own interpretation of
a painting from their chosen artist. The results were fabulous – ¡Bien hecho, año 7!
Bottom right—”Las Meninas” (1656) by Diego Valázquez; Top
right—”Las Meninas” (1957) by Pablo Picasso; Below—Year 7’s
interpretations of art from Spanish Artists.
-MFL Department news by Miss Gabriele, Mrs Mortreuil, Miss Paradis
and Miss Colombo.
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Art Department News

It has been another busy term in the Art department with our key focus being exhibitions, whether
visiting, contributing or curating.
Sutton Youth Art Exhibition
In April we submitted work to
the Sutton Youth Art Exhibition,
which was in person for the first
time since 2019 after being
held remotely last year. The
exhibition brings together all of
the Art departments in Sutton
borough and takes place in the
gallery space at Sutton Library.
Congratulations to several
WCGS artists past and present
who were commended by the
judges. Bibi Fox-Harris won the
KS5 painting prize, Mikolaj
Radosz (8BR) won the prize for
best 3D work with Maya BruunMclean(U6WO) as runner up.
Teaching group 7O won the
prize for best KS3 for their
collective ink portrait.
Above—WCGS at the Sutton Youth Art Exhibition; Left—
students visit the Whitechapel Art Gallery
Year 9 and 10 Visit to Whitechapel Art Gallery
In the week leading up to May half-term, Year 9 and 10
artists travelled to the Whitechapel Gallery to view the
exhibition ‘100 years of the artists’
studio’ which was an exciting
exhibition charting how artists have
recorded their working spaces.
Students were also able to view the
rest of the collection in the gallery in
preparation for the development of
their subsequent project work.
Hopefully the wide range of materials
used will provide inspiration for all.

Art Club
Art Club continues to take place on Mondays for Year 7 and 8
and Fridays for Year 8 and 9. On Fridays students have been
designing prints for T-Shirts and bags. These are modelled by
Saksham Wadhwa and Aariz Ahmed (right). Students have
been enthusiastic about designing their own pieces or making
gifts for friends and family.
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GCSE and A-Level Exhibitions

We were able to hold our own in person exhibitions for the first time since the pandemic and showcased the hard work of two excellent cohorts. GCSE work was on display on Monday 20th June
and A Level followed on Thursday 30th June. The latter was especially well-timed as it allowed our
Class of 2021 alumni to come and view the work. Congratulations to all of the students involved, we
are still basking in the compliments based on your pieces and are very proud of your productivity
after a very difficult few years.
- Art Department news by Miss Musselbrook.

Drama Department News
It's been a busy term for Drama with lots of exciting projects. The department took a very active
role in Diversity Week and we explored the "Who I am theme" in a series of workshops. Some students produced outstanding monologues discussing the topics of gender, culture and Warhammer!
We also had a theatre afternoon watching the theatre company Paper Birds' wonderful play "Ask
Me Anything". This was followed by a lively debate about whether Agony Aunts are a product of the
past!
Year 9 students have been taking part in a workshop run by the theatre company Papatango. They
were taught how to write an exciting monologue and then submitted it to professional actors performed the students' work. All students were given a published anthology as a result.
LAMDA results were fantastic this term with all the students who took the exams achieving the top
award of Distinction. This is fantastic and massive congratulations to the LAMDA teacher Victoria
Speed for all her hard work and effort with this. There will be a showcase of the students' work
soon.
The Music and Drama department are very excited about next year's school musical "The Addams
Family" which promises to be lots of fun. The students were given teasers during form time to try
and guess what the show was before the reveal!
-Ms Tanner
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Drama in the Summer Term

Careers Department Update
The summer term has been a busy time in the Careers department. Lower Sixth have had a series
of events, workshops and employer talks as a replacement for work experience which is almost
impossible to deliver at the moment.
We were delighted to welcome back our Class of 2021 for a celebration event on 30th June and
they very kindly came early to network with our current Lower Sixth so they could quiz them about
their first year at university gaining valuable insight into where and what they could apply for. Ian
Clarke, an alumnus of the school, delivered the keynote speech.
Amanda Lord delivered a session on making the most of your LinkedIn profile - the way most jobs
are now advertised and sourced. Other speakers included Vince Pizzoni, Emeritus professor of
Engineering at the University of Nottingham, the head of the Royal Aeronautical Society, the Professor of Law at University of Leeds and the Director of Admissions at Pembroke College, Cambridge.
We held a virtual mock interview day on Friday 8th July - thank you to all the parents who offered
their services. We then had a special mock interview day for our potential Oxbridge candidates.
For our aspiring medics and dentists we had two days of activities including mock interview training,
mock MMis and guest speakers. They were all also granted a place on a BMA seminar which took
place on the 8th July.
Other events included 20 students attending a Young Professionals conference with guests including the head of Google in the UK ideal for those considering degree apprenticeships or studying
Computer Science, business or finance.
Continued on the next Page
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We also organised two trips to Oxford University and one to the University of Bath.
If you would like to offer your services to help the careers provision at WCGS I would love to hear from
you.
-Lin Proctor Careers Lead (lproctor@wcgs.foliotrust.uk)

Message from the PTFA
After 2 years of almost no activity, it has been fantastic to be able to support the school and raise
some much needed funds again at a variety of events. The main highlights for the PTFA have been
holding a full session of familiarisation test for prospective students and also hosting the new year 7
induction BBQ.
These events enable us to support the school by funding a variety of projects, from capital projects to
buying much needed equipment for classrooms and societies. As always, we would not have been
able to do these and other events without the support of everyone who has volunteered their time, so a
massive thank you to all who have helped.
We look forward to hosting a full calendar of events in the 2022/23 school year and hopefully we will
see you then.
Wishing everyone a lovely summer!
-Stephen Jefferys, Chair of WCGS PTFA
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Wallington County Grammar School – The Early Years (1927 to 1952)
The vision, inspiration and organizational ability brought to the school by its first Headmaster,
Walter Hutchins, is reflected in this report on his time in charge over the first 25 years. He presented
it at the Prize Giving in April 1953. He retired in 1959 after 32 years at the helm.
“The buildings in Queens Road in which the school opened on 19th September 1927 had been occupied
successively by the Wallington Church School and the County School for Girls, who moved in 1925.
They were an exceedingly odd collection, including an old ugly structure of corrugated iron. We later
overflowed into rooms in nearby halls, religious and secular, until the new school, promised in 1931
but delayed by the economic crisis, was opened by Sir John Simon in October 1935. That crisis it was
that benefit the new building of a proper entrance – a fault remedied by Air Marshal Goering- and sent
bewildered visitors on circuitous tours of lavatories and gymnasium. During the war years, in 1944, first
a bomb, and then a flying bomb, severely damaged the school. Until the damage was made good in
1951, two huts were used as temporary form rooms and a home, which seemed likely to be
permanent, found for the 2nd form at the Orphanage. Thus, in twenty five years, we have survived
burglary, flood, fire. evacuation and bombs and come to understand that buildings are not very
important to the life and prosperity of the school. What really matters is the spirit of the people in the
building”.
He went on to report a growth of the school from 71 pupils at the outset to nine times that number in
1953. Scholarship and examination successes, which were hard to come by in 1934, now counted 152
county major awards and 14 state scholarships. He believed that in a grammar school two years in the
sixth form should be regarded as the natural course for a boy as it was then that the school could do
most for him and he gained most from it. Close on two hundred boys had gone to universities and over
forty to art schools. A glance at the honours board in the hall showed an impressive list of scholarships
and awards. They included 16 Cambridge and eight Oxford awards and 12 London scholarships. The
schools’ sporting record was also worthy of note. Thirteen cups for cross country running and eight for
athletics had been won as well as four rugby international caps and an Oxford blue. He had encouraged
games through the house organization, and this had been further encouraged by the generous gift of
trophies.
“The system of form captains, which has grown up with the school and the prefectorial system,
introduced in 1929, have encouraged the development of leadership and self-discipline, while the
numerous societies have always afforded opportunity for boys outside the subjects taught in class.
Numerous fêtes, concerts and other activities have built up a tradition of working for what you want,
shown early in the hard labour put in by the school on the rough, stony field and coppice, which we
now enjoy. Camps, school visits, harvest camps exchange visits to French homes, have brought the
school into close contact with other places, other people and other modes of life. When the school
opened there were four assistant masters. Now there are thirty one, an increase which reflects not
only the increased size of the school but also the widening range of subjects taught and duties
undertaken”
He concluded by saying that the school, then, has grown up, deeply affecting the lives of hundreds of
boys, of whom I said at the last prize giving, “in so far as the school has set its stamp on them, fixed
their standards, helped them to their sense of values, its influence spreads and endures”.
This silver jubilee of ours is a modest milestone in our history, and so of course it is, while we, who at
any time make it up, must have our day and give place, the school will endure and go on. Its history so
to speak lies before it”.
This is an extract from ‘Wallington County Grammar School – The First Fifty Years’. Copies of the 540
page book can be ordered by email from the author at bnicholls74@hotmail.co.uk
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Quote of the Term
"Mankind cannot gain anything without
first giving something in return. To
obtain, something of the same value
must be lost.” - Hiromu Arakawa
How badly do you want to succeed?

Submitted by Mr Lootfun
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